**ROLLER COVERS**  Apply solvent-based and water-based adhesives, and paints and varnishes over large areas quickly with these roller covers. Both the TEXTURED and MOHAIR are resistant to water and all cleanup solvents. Sold any quantity.

**TEXTURED:** Tight woven frieze, tough pebble-like surface keeps roller turning, not sliding. Phenolic impregnated core.
- 3" Cat. No. RC-3T, 50/box
- 7" Cat. No. RC-7T, 50/box
- 9" Cat. No. RC-9T, 50/box

**MOHAIR:** ½” nap, suitable for all paints and cleanup solvents.
- 3" Cat. No. RC-3MR, 36/box
- 7" Cat. No. RC-7MR, 36/box
- 9" Cat. No. RC-9MR, 36/box

**ROLLER FRAMES**  Professional quality suitable for use with any cover. Wire cage structure holds cover by spring pressure. Just slide off the old one, slide on the new. All packed 24/ctn., sold any qty.

**ROLLER TRAY**  Plated steel tray has a ribbed bottom, ladder hooks, is wide enough for 9” rollers, and deep enough to hold a 2-quant supply of glue or paint.
- Cat. No. RT-9362, Wt 1.3 lb, 12/ctn

**ROLLER TRAY LINER**  This thin solvent-resistant plastic liner is for all paints, and it makes cleanup simple. Liner is inexpensive enough to be discarded.
- Cat. No. RL-9359, Wt 2 oz, 50/ctn

**DISPOSABLE 3" GLUE/PAINT ROLLER**  Great for touchups on the job or in the shop. It has a solvent-resistant core, and the cover adhesive resists all solvent or water-based adhesives and finishes. With a heavy wire handle, it is ready to use. Cover material is 1/4” nap. Reusable but inexpensive enough to be disposable.
- Cat. No. RD-3, 24/box

**LONG REACH DISPOSABLE ROLLER**  It is low in cost so it’s disposable, but the frame is reusable.
- ½” nap is solvent-resistant for all glues & paints.
- Cat. No. RD-3L, 36/box

**ADHESIVE/VARNISH/PAINT BRUSHES**  Recommended for all solvent-based and water-based contact adhesives, paints, varnishes, epoxies, and polyurethanes. Natural while China bristles hold and deliver more liquid to the surface, and they are completely resistant to all solvents. Plain sanded wooden handle provides a comfortable grip and is also solvent resistant. Inexpensive enough to be disposable. Available in 1”, 2”, 3”, and 4” sizes.

- **Cat. Nos.**
  - BR-1C, 1”, 36/box
  - BR-2C, 2”, 24/box
  - BR-3C, 3”, 12/box
  - BR-4C, 4”, 12/box

**FOAM BRUSHES**  Polyurethane foam brushes hold more liquid for less dripping and fewer dips. Although cleanable, the cleaning may cost more than the low cost of a new brush. They are best for water-based contact adhesives and other emulsion systems but are also suitable for many solvent-based finishes and glues. Not for shellac or other alcohol-based liquids. All have preferred wooden handle. Weight about 1 oz ea.

- **Cat. Nos.**
  - BR-1FW, 1”, 48/box, 240/ctn
  - Cat. No. BR-3FW, 3”, 48/box, 240/ctn
  - Cat. No. BR-2FW, 2”, 48/box, 240/ctn
  - Cat. No. BR-4FW, 4”, 24/box, 240/ctn

**POLYETHYLENE GLUE BOTTLES**  Special nozzles on these soft squeezable 8 oz glue bottles make selected application faster and much more convenient. Put the glue right where you want it. All bagged with header for pegboard display. Wt 3 oz, 100/ctn.

- **Cat. Nos.**
  - GSB-10, Biscuit shape for all sizes, spreads glue in slot
  - GSN-10, 1/8” flat x 3/8” wide tip fits biscuit slots and 3/8” or 10 mm dowel holes
  - GO-6A, Roller 2 ½” long, 1” diam. for strip application

**HOT MELT GLUE GUNS**  Industrial models with fast heat-up time of 3 minutes. Ideal for woodworking, for carpet installations, and repair work. Both have heaters that provide fast feeding for bonding large areas or frequent applications, and solid state temperature controls to prevent overheating. Large reservoirs keep an ample quantity of glue ready for applying. Use standard 1/2” diameter 10” or 15” long glue sticks.

- **Cat. Nos.**
  - GG-900B, 110 VAC, 80 W, Wt 14 oz, Delivers about 3 lb/hr
  - TG-4, Bostik® brand, 110 VAC, 100 W, Wt 28 oz, Delivers about 4 lb/hr

**HOT MELT GLUE STICKS**  All formulas are excellent for woodworking, carpet seaming, repair work, and for bonding all porous materials.

- **Cat. No.**
  - GS-230, Colorless with an open time of about 30 seconds and a set time of about 15 seconds. For both porous and nonporous surfaces. Also used for temporary bonding when joining most solid surface materials.
  - GS-269, Formulated as a superior woodworking glue, amber color.
  - GS-6327, Bostik® brand, All purpose colorless, translucent, flexible glue sticks.
  - GS-SMPL, No Charge Sample Packs are available for testing and evaluation and include two sticks of each.

Most other Bostik® hot melts are available special order.
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